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The Editor,   

 

Sir,  

 I request that the following matter may kindly be published in your esteemed daily: 

 

TNAU Celebrated Womens’ Day 

 The International Womens’ day 2015 was celebrated under that NSS wing of AC 

&RI, at Anna Auditorium at TNAU on March 7th , 2015. Earlier Selvi. T. Dhanusha , II 

B.tech, , welcomed the gathering.  

 Among the speakers for special address, Thirumathi. Annapoorani Branch Manager 

SBI, shared her thought on the service of freedom and the way how people have battled out 

all odds for comfortable livings. Determination, courage, focus, and patients are the needed 

to face the society she said. 

 While speaking Dr. A. Arunmozhi, Chief Civil Surgeon, appreciated the women 

doned multi farious roles, malnutrition, breast cancer, thyroid, BP, always have taken the 

women for a ride. She said though much equipment are available to detect the disease and 

to diagnose the same, proper regimen along with yoga, meditation, walking, would keep the 

health intact, she said. And also, exhorted the women to learn Marshall Arts and other 

defence mechanism to safeguard herself. 

 Dr. P. Shanthi Director, DODL, in her felicitation recalled the challenges of the food 

security feeding the millions of people. Commitment, Hardwork, Sincerity is the mantras 

for the successful career and empowerment. She also wanted the women to hold traditional 

ethos and values for harmonized society. 



             Ms S.P.Jothi, Managing Director, Sakthi social education, and economic trust, 

while speaking specified the men have always endorsed women in all facets of life. He said 

women is in  the manifestation of five elements. She recalled the martyrdom experiences of 

the Nelson Mandela whos determination is to be appreciated and the audacious qualities of 

thillayadi valliammai for her significant role as the freedom fighter and traced the annals of 

the litterateours work and the poetesses who had contributed for building freedom spirit of 

the Avid Writers like Bharati .She further reiterated to be loyal to the Oneself, Family, 

Society and the country 

       Dr .K.Ramasamy, the Vice- Chancellor, in his presidential note reminisced the fighting 

spirit of the freedom fighters and emphasized the menfolk always stood behind the 

development of women and theirs supportive role only kept the women going. Decision 

making by women has always been encouraged in the family and to put in the right sense, 

women should always be proactive to come forward to thins there is no gender 

discrimination at all. Little knowledge is always dangerous and the success comes only after 

utmost dedication and complete learning, he added. 

    Ultimately Krishnammal Jagannathan, Founder, LAFTI, Nagapatinam, in her address, 

recalled her spiritual education and self discipline learnt from Vinoba baveh and Mahatama, 

from whom she emulated the shades of freedom movement ,Mores so she said Subramnia 

Bharatis Contribuiton to the society is immensely large and their thought ,deeds and 

feelings are to nurtured in the proper perspective. She said that every thing is possible in the 

world, provided one should find her innerself and purify the athma for the soul searching 

like for the unification and communal harmony .The integrated effort to combat the land 

acquisition, eradication of the liquor and the henchmen arrogance would help the society for 

grooming and flourishing. An interactive session and cultural programme were the part of 

the function. Around 500 students participated in the gathering.             

  

 


